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Abstract

Although Electronic Lab Notebooks (ELNs) are becoming more widely used in industrial settings, in the educational domain their adoption has been limited. For the last 5 semesters, the biotechnology undergraduate laboratory at the University of Houston has utilized a custom ELN solution based on a free and easily installable content management system. This study evaluated the implementation of and experiences with this ELN for biotechnology research projects as they were integrated into the educational laboratory courses. Also analyzed was an example of how the ELN might be used to enhance undergraduate research experiences in a classic experimental scenario. Finally, desired general characteristics for ELNs in educational laboratory settings were examined, resulting in an assessment of how well this particular platform met the desired characteristics.

Background

Computers are routinely utilized in laboratories for controlling instrumentation as well as collecting and analyzing data. In many research and industrial laboratories, these instruments are either directly or indirectly networked with electronic lab notebooks (ELNs) where investigators can further process and analyze data, perform simulations, and store records for use with publications or patents [1]. In many cases where the volume of data is large, ELNs are increasingly becoming a competitive necessity because of the enhanced productivity and data management capabilities they provide [2].

The use of ELNs in university settings is relatively uncommon, with estimates at only 4% overall as of 2008 [3]. The authors of this current study propose that lowering ELN costs and minimizing the need for technical expertise could increase the use of ELNs in education. A more widespread use of ELNs could then potentially provide the following benefits to undergraduate laboratory education:

- Students will be more prepared after they graduate to move on to industrial, research or other lab settings where ELNs are routinely utilized.
- Integrating research into the undergraduate curriculum will become easier by providing access to computer-based tools. Engaging undergraduate students in research activities and including more natural science, math, computer science, and engineering concepts develops greater competency for the interdisciplinary nature of today’s research environments [4-5].
- The lab instructor is provided with a single entry point for reviewing data versus multiple lab notebooks that need to be reviewed separately.
- An ELN enhances communication among student researchers in a format similar to popular social networking websites with which most students are already familiar, thus leading to potentially greater engagement of students with research projects.

Two examples of how an ELN based on the freely available content management system (CMS) of Drupal version 6 (drupal.org) has been used in biotechnology education at the University of Houston [6] are presented here. This is followed by an example of how an ELN might be used for the scenario of a classic design of a lab experiment. Possible criteria for ELNs in an educational laboratory setting are considered along with an examination of how well Drupal meets those criteria.

Implementation in a Biotechnology Undergraduate Laboratory Class

The Drupal-based ELN has been used to enhance the laboratory teaching and research capabilities of students in the biotechnology program at the University of Houston since the fall semester of 2008. The biotechnology laboratory curriculum is an interdisciplinary, research-based curriculum that demonstrates the life cycle of a typical biotechnology product. Using the pesticide degrading bacterium *Brevundimonas diminuta* as an anchor organism, the curriculum follows a logical progression starting with isolation and
identification of pesticide–degrading soil microbes, gene cloning, gene expression, bio-processing of the gene product, and commercial applications [7].

For the lab, a research paper is required where students collect soil samples from various locations in the greater Houston area and follow established protocols for isolation of pesticide-degrading microbes. Since this activity is repeated every time the course is offered, the area covered for soil sampling is potentially larger every year and provides students with a unique opportunity to contribute to a valuable database of pesticide-degrading activity. Providing access to data from their peers and discussion of this activity in their research papers is designed to enhance their research experience. Using Drupal in conjunction with the networking capabilities of the world-wide-web, collaboration on this research potentially connects students locally, regionally, and globally with other laboratories to investigate contaminated soils and further provides an exciting opportunity for students enrolled in the class to become active participants in an ongoing research project. This Drupal ELN is referred to as the Platform for Education and Research Collaboration, or PERC.

In the PERC implementation, each student records a name, location, short description, date, and time of collection for each sample point along with the results of testing the sample for the presence of two pesticides, Methyl Parathion or Paraoxon-degrading bacteria (Figure 1). The data point results can be edited only by the student and those with administrator privileges (usually the faculty and the lab manager), but are viewable by all of the students. Students can compare notes and results to make a more informed analysis of the results of the project as a whole as well as how their own data compare with data from others.

In terms of Drupal modules, the book module was used to present the background and procedures, the CCK module for custom data types, the views module for presentation of the collective data, and the faceted search module for data filtering capabilities. With a faceted search, the students can easily drill down to data points using the filter for semester, for positive or negative results, and student name. To provide a visual display of locations of the data samples, the location and Google maps modules were used to display the sample locations on a geographical map (see Figure 2). Color-coded pins denote the results – yellow for both negative, green for both positive, red for positive Paraoxon, and blue for positive Methyl Parathion test results.

Beginning with the fall 2009 semester, data results were accumulated starting with the greater Houston, TX, area. These data will be available over successive semesters, thus providing a data set concerning pesticide contamination that can be enhanced in the future to ever-larger geographical areas.

![Figure 1. Data description of one sample location](image1)

![Figure 2. Locations of samples on Google map](image2)

A short survey was given to students from the fall 2009 and fall 2010 semesters, a summary of which is shown in Table 1. The columns (A, B, C, D, and E) correspond to the choices of Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, and Strongly Disagree, respectively. Ease-of-use received the most positive feedback and, for all questions, the majority of the students saw positive benefit in the use of the ELN. In the area asking for suggestions for improvement, the most consistent comment was to introduce the ELN earlier in the semester, which the authors did in subsequent semesters.
Table 1. Results from the Fall 2009 & Fall 2010 student survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The ELN was easy to use</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ELN helped me to have a better overall understanding of the course content</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ELN helped me in writing my final course paper</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ELN helped me in understanding the data from other students</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My experience with the ELN will be helpful in obtaining employment</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Implementation for Special Projects

The ELN is also used to store and share data for individual laboratory projects. Students in the course for Special Topics in Biotechnology at the University of Houston investigated various parameters that affect recombinant protein production by the transformed bacteria, *Escherichia coli* strain DH5α. Documentation for the experiment used an earlier version of a Drupal ELN, where the students uploaded their data via Excel spreadsheets and Excel graphs. The authors also enhanced the presentation below using native Drupal modules for the spreadsheet and graphing capabilities in order to highlight the possible ELN capabilities of this platform.

In the experiment, students used bio-fermenters to grow transformed bacterial cells. Through upstream and downstream production and purification, recombinant protein was extracted. Student teams manipulated one specific variable in the experiment—e.g., pH, temperature, aeration—in order to test its impact on cell growth and, ultimately, the protein yield. Each student team was responsible for manipulating a specific variable and recording the associated data. Students then presented a paper that proposed optimal conditions for cell growth.

For the optimized Drupal ELN, the experimental write up has four major sections: 1) Background and Procedures, 2) Data, 3) Graphs, and 4) Images. This ELN implementation is publicly available for review at mylabbook.org/bmb300, along with details about the modules used and technical details concerning how to create a similar ELN project.

For the data-collection aspects of the experiment, a spreadsheet was used (the sheetnode module) based on a template. The data were extracted from designated cells in the spreadsheet for analysis and displayed on other pages of the ELN. The students were still free to fill in other cells with any data that they deemed relevant to the experiment, or they could use the formula functionality of the spreadsheet to perform computations on the data. When the student is entering data into the spreadsheet, it would look similar to Figure 3. Note that only the first 16 rows of the spreadsheet are used for data extraction and rows 17 and beyond are used by the researcher to annotate additional private information in a freeform manner as desired.

Figure 3. Spreadsheet in edit mode using the sheetnode module

Graphing can also be done directly from data in the spreadsheet based on a custom module that the authors developed (Figure 4) using the flot module. The flot module is based on a third-party Javascript module of that name used for plotting—which rhymes with “plot” and in Danish means “lovely”—which reflects the aesthetic display. These customizations are available on the www.mylabbook.org website as free downloads and are in the process of appropriate integration with the extension modules available on the Drupal.org website as well.

In addition to graphing, the custom module utilized web services to get basic statistics for the data, with the results shown at the bottom of Figure 4. Web services allow the data and results to be passed between computers that are appropriately configured. Computations do not need to be
run natively within the ELN platform, but can utilize computations done on another computer. In the case of using Drupal for an ELN, this allows utilization of the CMS strengths for data collection, presentation, and collaboration, while offloading computational needs for more sophisticated analysis to other platforms and software packages.

For this experiment, it was also helpful to provide images of the gel results. The uploading of images and other files is available in the core functionality of Drupal. A table of the image descriptions was created which provided a table of the image descriptions that can be filtered by student. At this time, image display within the table is not available, but by clicking on the hyperlink of the image name, the image from the experiment will be displayed.

**Classic Design Implementation**

The last scenario to be covered concerns a simpler experiment that is easily broken out into the classic experimental stages of hypothesis, design, experiment, and analysis. It provides a model for other simple experiments and is based on a write-up posted on student pages at the University of Nebraska (used with permission) [8]. The objective of the experiment is to show that when a vegetable (potato) that is naturally high in the catalase enzyme is heated, there is less and less active catalase. The teacher and student write-ups are available from the student pages, and the content from these write-ups has been incorporated into the sample website which can be found at mylabbook.org/bmb200. Four main sections were created for this experiment – 1) Background and Procedures, 2) Data, 3) Graphs, and 4) Questionnaire.

The Background and Procedures section provides the explanation for the experiment and a description of the procedures to carry out the experiment. Hyperlinks are embedded in certain sections of the experimental procedures explanation to bring up the appropriate form that is completed for the data collection. A screenshot of the first page of the Background and Procedures section is shown in Figure 5. The hyperlink from the procedures section brings the student to the form, where data for temperature, test tube number, and time to float to surface are input. Presentation of this data is available in a tabular format along with appropriate filters of the data display, if desired. In Figure 6, a table of the data is shown as filtered for Student1.

**Figure 5. Explaining background and procedures for the experiment using the book module**

Following the collection of the data, one of the teaching points for the laboratory experiment is the graphing of the results to give a visual representation of the data. The output is shown in Figure 7, using the data shown in Figure 6, as a bar chart to highlight the increased changes at higher temperatures.

At the conclusion of the experiment, the laboratory procedures suggest that the student answer some questions. The resulting questionnaire for the student is shown in Figure 8. When the student fills out the questionnaire, the content will
automatically be emailed to the designated recipient, assumed to be, in this example, the lab instructor. This feature would most likely be restricted to availability only after a login by the student, in order to provide a measure of accountability for the answers.

**Figure 6. Experimental data filtered for Student1 using the views module**

### Appropriate Information Technology for Laboratory Education

In determining appropriate information technology for enhancing laboratory education in a wide variety of settings, several criteria could be relevant.

1. **Low cost**: Educational communities are often more constrained by budgets than are businesses, as educators try to incorporate new and relevant technologies. The cost of capable commercial electronic lab notebooks can often be substantial [9], which usually precludes the commercial options that are used by most of the industrial or large research institutions that use ELNs.

2. **Sustainable**: Again, because of budget constraints of the educational community compared to the industrial community or some other sectors, it is often challenging to find technologies that are useful to the educational community which also stay current with the growth in technology.

**Figure 7. Data plotted for Student1 using the charts and graphs module with Google charts**

3. **Low barrier to implementation**: New technologies usually involve learning curves, even if they can provide significant advantages. The easier that a technology is to set up and utilize, the more likely will be its uptake.

4. **Easily extended**: It is difficult to assess *a priori* all of the scenarios to which an ELN might be put to use. Therefore, it is important that it be as adaptable as possible.

5. **Appropriate analytic modules**: Inherent in the nature of ELN is the need for analytical capabilities. This will vary according to the particular application, but capabilities like statistical analysis will be commonly used.

6. **Research collaboration capabilities**: With the increasing popularity of social networking even within scientific and technical communities [10], collaborative capabilities are desirable not only for sharing results among researchers, but also for bringing an element of familiarity to many students.

7. **Semantic Web friendly**: Although not a common requirement, there is extensive literature explaining the benefits of the Semantic Web (sometimes referred to...
as “Web 3.0”) to the scientific and technical communities [11]. This capability may play an important role in the future of sharing scientific data, so it would be advantageous to have this capability.

Since this paper presents examples using Drupal, it is appropriate to assess how well Drupal meets these given criteria for laboratory information technology for education.

1. **Low cost**: The fact that Drupal is free and open source makes it attractive when compared to the available commercial electronic lab notebooks.

2. **Sustainable**: Drupal is widely used in many sectors; has the backing of many commercial organizations, consultants, and volunteer developers; and, has a thoughtful and flexible technical architecture. These all support sustained development independent of academic funding.

3. **Low barrier to implementation**: Drupal is written in the PHP scripting language, which is the most popular language for developing websites [14] and is available on most shared-hosting services or can be easily set up without much IT expertise by those familiar with basic website construction.

4. **Easily extended**: With over 12,000 available extension modules as of October 2011, Drupal can be adapted for numerous different use-cases without programming. If customization is desired, custom modules can be developed with a relatively easy learning curve [15].

5. **Appropriate analytic modules**: Existing Drupal extension modules can fulfill the analytical needs of many situations in laboratory education. However, other languages such as Ruby, Python, Java, and C++ have attracted more development for scientific or mathematical purposes. Drupal can often still take advantage of functionality in other languages by using web-service modules as an interface to appropriate analytical web services, as demonstrated in the bio-processing sample setup presented earlier in this paper.

6. **Research collaboration capabilities**: The widespread use of Drupal as the basis for social networking websites has brought maturity and variety to the tools that are currently not available among most research platforms.

7. **Semantic Web friendly**: Drupal is the first widely used CMS to incorporate into its core platform the automated production of RDFa data annotations consistent with the Semantic Web, as of the Drupal 7 release. It also has several mature modules for fea-
Further information about specific Drupal modules that might be of interest for lab management and scientific research are available at www.mylabbook.or.

Conclusions

In conclusion, the authors have presented how a free and relatively easily implementable CMS with ELN capabilities was used to enhance an existing undergraduate laboratory course and empower students for contributing to an ongoing research project. Also shown was how this platform might be used for a bioprocessing lab and, subsequently, in a more generic lab experiment. Several advantages are available in these approaches as compared to paper notebooks, including ease of sharing data and pictures in real time among students, spreadsheet capabilities for data collection and analysis, automatically generated graphs, analytical capabilities through web services, hyperlinks to information sources, and more extensive social networking and collaboration features. The initial student surveys about this approach suggest that it has been valuable in its ability to share data collectively within a given class situation. Furthermore, the authors showed the desired characteristics of an ELN in an educational laboratory setting and examined how well the Drupal platform matches these criteria. It should be noted that all implementations discussed in this paper, except for web services, have been on an outside Internet hosting company using a shared hosting plan, and so did not require extensive special configuration or a dedicated IT staff. The authors have developed an accompanying website at www.mylabbook.or with working versions of the second and third ELN scenarios along with areas for continuing documentation and discussions of this approach.

Appendix

Abbreviations used:

**CCK** – Content Construction Kit, a Drupal module that allows customized content types

**CMS** – Content Management System

**ELN** – Electronic Lab Notebook

**Flot** – Javascript module for plotting data, rhymes with “plot” and is Danish for “lovely”

**IT** – Information Technology

**PERC** – Platform for Education and Research, as presented in this paper

**RDF** – Resource Description Framework, a data storage standard for the semantic web

**RDFa** – RDF for annotating web content

**Sheetnode** – Drupal module for the spreadsheet

**SPARQL** – Recursive acronym for SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language, a data query language for the semantic web
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